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Even a superficial observation of nature leads to the conviction that there must exist certain principles and laws in accord to which it functions. People, as rational beings, from ancient times have asked about these principles, wanting to get to know and understand them. Therefore they ask themselves and others – as well as scientists – about various matters concerning the realities surrounding them and more than once find answers to the questions they place. Often, however, getting to know and understand processes turns out to be unsatisfactory. This knowledge reveals further regions of lack of knowledge – it becomes the motivation to ask questions on the sense and goal of these phenomenon. Among others, such probabilities contributed to the arising of human ecology, meaning the concept which attempts to observe people in their natural environment, pointing to relationships which link them with this environment, and discern the sense and goal of all of this.

The attitude and model of human ecology is ecology in its basic, “traditional” meaning, whose genesis ought to be sensed in the searchings of nine-
hundredth century naturalists. They perceived that in wanting to describe the world as a certain closed whole, which it undoubtedly is, it is not sufficient for one to concentrate on detailed studies concerning every creature being an element of this world. It appeared to those scientists as something more than the simple sum of parts composed by the individuals. Attention was therefore paid to relations which join these individuals. It proved that these dependencies have a great significance for many life processes of observed beings. It was also perceived that based on these relations, one can observe certain truths and principles. It allowed, and on the other hand demanded, the distinguishing of ecology – speaking very generally – as a science about these relations among the remaining naturalistic fields and clearly describing its subject and method as well as distinguishing its principle sections.

The most often found division is the one in which three basic trends are distinguished: plant, animal and human ecology (however, it ought to be indicated that not all authors agree on this division). Even though from the naturalistic point of view and in applying biological systematics and nomenclature there is no doubt that in accord with this key, people should be included in the Animal Kingdom, however, the majority of naturalists do not ask the just separation of human ecology, as a self-functioning ecological concept. This is dictated by the fact that representatives of the species Homo sapiens to a significant extent differ from other representatives of the kingdom of Animalia. But these differences, to a inor degree, refer to biological-ecological matters, although
they appear even here. They primarily concern that which is described by the term “internal life” (it is worth noticing that here it concerns not only the psyche).

This, however, is impossible to grasp, study and describe without the help of methods and language used in natural sciences, even with certain ties to psychology. Consequently, it appears that to present the integrated truth about the life of a human being and their natural environment, human ecology is not sufficient, which in its research refers to sociology and the mentioned psychology. This, however, does not mean a critique of human ecology, for there is no doubt that it comprises a solid and fulfilling all demands of a scientific field of knowledge. It is one of the natural sciences, which describes individuals of the species *Homo sapiens* in their natural environment. It draws attention to various relations which he enters into and analyzes important particular problems, which are, among others concentration, distribution, and generation of people. It also elaborates on postulates concerning environmental protection and the health and life of man. But its assumptions and competencies do not allow it to reach every sphere of human life.

The above mentioned issues concerning the “place of man on earth” are the main subject of this publication. However, the contents of this book are not limited to them. Its essential goal is to present human ecology as a concept assisting to understand the dependency existing in the world as a tool in organizing a human being’s relationships in their integrally understood natural environment. The essential trend is also discussing these relations. Based on this, it is possible to elaborate on certain general postu-
lates, a as well as some detailed indicators of a normative characteristic, meaning those which ought to be incorporated into life to maintain natural order in the world. So it is worth noting that this publication comprises a novelty in the way of presenting “order in the world” in the complete earthly reality. Undoubtedly, this is also a novelty in the trend of analyses and in theological-moral argumentation. This results from the same innovative issue, and also from basing research on the theses elaborated upon by empirical sciences.

Honesty requires stating that the fact is that it is not difficult today to find publications concerning ecological problems in a strictly naturalistic understanding. Such are also available which see nature from the point of view of philosophy or theology. But it is not easy to find books containing an integrated view of the world; this view refers to empirical experiences and also to knowledge being an effect of reasonable speculations and analyses written in the revealed texts of Sacred Scripture. Most often these aspects tend to be divided. Nevertheless, this does not mean that publications pertaining to human ecology do not exist at all. They are just not very lengthy articles and – as mentioned – there are not many of them. Consequently, even though the very term human ecology functions in science since the 90’s of the XX century, however, till present it has not seen a thorough and detailed report.

Apart from meritorical matters showing the significance of human ecology and the need to pay attention to it, and even to make it into a unique key
enabling the observation and evaluation of the human being’s relationship with their natural environment, as well as the lack of its holistic, monographic report, it became one of the important reasons for making from its concept a main subject of research, which as a result is the following report. This book is a translation of the first part of the monograph distributed in Polish entitled *Ekologia ludzka. Osoba i jej środowisko z perspektywy teologicznomoralnej*, KUL, Lublin 2007 [*Human Ecology. The Person and their Environment from the Moral-Theological Perspective*]. Interest in this issue can be shown among others by the renewed publication less than half a year ago after the release of the first edition.

The research carried out in the field of human ecology, even though undoubtedly accomplished in the sphere of moral theology, still on account of the defense of the topic quite often refers to theses elaborated on by natural sciences, but particularly by ecology and biology in general. Oftentimes, also, information is supplemented from philosophical branches. Such a solution somewhat imposes the very concept of human ecology. Accepting an interdisciplinary perspective demands a main subject of research, upon which is composed the person and their natural environment. As it turns out, these matters comprise such a rich and multi-level reality, that an attempt to grasp them by only one branch of knowledge seems to be impossible to realize.

Clear and decided use of the heritage of empirical sciences results not only from the need for an interdisciplinary way of treating the issue of the human
being, but also has as a goal to emphasize the relation of theology, and especially moral theology, with other branches of knowledge and showing the mutual complementarity of these sciences. It fosters the presenting of theology as an academic field – without a doubt specific, since in contrast to other sciences it refers to Revelation as one of their main sources – contributing to discovering the truth about the world, which is always one, without regard to the method of reaching it. Human ecology is an attempt at an integrated view of the human being and one’s environment.
chapter 1

AT THE SOURCES
OF HUMAN ECOLOGY

The last several decades are a time of great progress practically in all spheres of human existence. One of them is science. This scientific progress is expressed among others in that the described disciplines reach newer, more particular and more precise conclusions. A symptom of progress in science is the arising of new scientific fields, which allow people to get to know the truth about the reality surrounding them in a new way. One of such new trends is the concept of human ecology.

This new concept is a result of an original “clash” of ecology belonging to natural sciences with moral theology. Here this does not concern a simple transfer of theses worked out by naturalists to theology. But the concept spoken of is an effect of many scientific proceedings, which emerging from empirical premises characteristic of ecology, one gets to conclusions of a theological-moral character.
1.1. Ecology as a Natural Science

Studies carried out by biologists, meaning – in brief and quite generally – scientists concerned with the issue of life in nature\(^1\), prove that all of nature appears as a great system composed not only of unending number of diverse living and inanimate compounds, but also from a complex net of mutual reactions among them\(^2\). This claim became so significant, that it caused the genesis of one of those “scientific novelties” which is ecology.

It arose on the basis of biology. Distinguishing it as an independent discipline in the second half of the XIX century was done by the German biologist E. Haeckel. He was the first to define the sphere of this field, and in 1869 for the first time also used the term ecology to name it\(^3\).

This formulation comes from the Greek phrase *oikos*, which can be translated as home, household or place of living. *Logos* means science. Therefore, ecology literally means the science about organisms in “their home”, in their family environment\(^4\). In the understanding of its founder, and therefore in its primary and most basic meaning, ecology is a science concerned with the “household” of an organism (or organisms), meaning its (their) environment, upon which are built all inanimate compounds surrounding the given individual (group of individuals) and all other live organisms\(^5\).

The above formulation undoubtedly can be used as an attempt to define ecology. However, wanting to
describe it more precisely, one ought to use natural terminology. Meanwhile, it ought to be mentioned that ecology is the science that seeks to describe and explain the relationship between living organisms and their environment. In some reports, at the same time can be found the claim stating that it is evident that in ecological research, first and foremost emerges the issue of the relation of the organism with the environment, and therefore, attention is paid to the properties deciding that it can from these surroundings draw elements indispensable for life and also shape this surrounding.

Ecology perceived as such is not a homogenous science. Although not all authors clearly point this out, it can be accepted that – on account of which group of biological systematics organisms are placed, whose relationships with the environment must comprise the main subject of ecological research – this science is divided into three parts: plant ecology, animal ecology and human ecology.

From the above presented definition, one can conclude that two of the most important realities, to which attention should be paid during ecological research are: some concrete, select individual and its environment. Even though this last issue will be viewed somewhat later, however, already in this place one ought to at least generally point to that, which is understood within this idea. It is necessary in order to properly understand what ecology is.

The most general and shortest response to the question of the environment comprises the claim that it is indirectly the surroundings of the researched or-
ganism; the surroundings, which other live organisms create co-habitating in it on a designated terrain, also including the very same terrain and all the inanimate compounds forming it\textsuperscript{9}. This clearly points to the fact that ecology is not “a science about single organisms” but deals with the biology of entire groups of organisms and the connections of these groups with the environment in which they live\textsuperscript{10}.

Characteristic for ecology is also that its representatives do not study and describe “from the beginning” everything which concerns some organism (such as various processes in the cells or the functioning of particular tissues, organs or systems and so on). It is concerned with all this only when it is essential to establish certain facts or explanations of ecological phenomenon, and consequently those problems, which concern the relationship between the observed organism and its environment. These abovementioned phenomena are not however without meaning for the whole of ecological research. Oftentimes they actually point to their particular profile\textsuperscript{11}.

Ecology in such an understanding which was briefly presented above is practiced in reference to various levels of biological organization. Its studies concern the molecular level as well as the entire biosphere, meaning all the live organisms on and also about and in the Earth\textsuperscript{12}.

Although, as a result of the above, innercell and dependencies appearing within organisms are processes not foreign to ecological studies, still, as a principle ecologists are concerned with the highest levels of organization of life\textsuperscript{13}. In accord with the
present state of knowledge of nature, four of these levels have particular significance for this science. These are: the individual level – meaning single organisms, populations – the group of individuals of this same species inhabiting the same terrain at the same time, biocenosis – in literature sometimes called a natural biotic group – a conglamoration of population of all species settling the same terrain and on the terrain of those entering with each other into various dependencies, and the ecosystem – biocenosis together with its complete inanimate surrounding, meaning the biotope\textsuperscript{14}. For a full understanding of the ecological divisions it ought to be added that in this science also functions a single biome. This one, sometimes called the biogeographical sphere, is defined as a collection of all ecosystems occupying a designated, vast region of Earth, which is chiefly characterized by a similar climate, but also type of soil, flora and fauna\textsuperscript{15}.

Wanting to organize all these concepts and dependencies appearing among them, one can, somewhat simplifying – claim that all biocenoses are found on the surface of the Earth’s globe and along with all of its organisms compose the biosphere. Organisms are dependent upon the inanimate environment of the Earth’s globe, from the atmosphere encircling the Earth, the hydrosphere composed of ocean, sea, iceberg, river, and lake water, as well as the lithosphere, meaning the soil and earth rock crust. Sometimes the ecosphere is also spoken of, which is composed of the biosphere and its mutual relations with the atmosphere, hydrosphere and lithosphere\textsuperscript{16}.
All these concepts are important for the proper practicing of ecology. But in this context, one must clearly state that the principle unit organizing the “classical” or “traditional” ecology is the ecosystem (this is shown by the very name of this unit)\(^\text{17}\). This term is tied from the beginning with ecology. It can already be found in the nature works of the second half of the XIX century. The founder of the concept of ecosystem and the introduction of this term in ecology is considered to be A.G. Tanseley. According to him, this name designates all plants and animals settling a certain region together with the physical and chemical environment, in which these organisms live and with which they remain in mutual bonds. Therefore, it can be said that the ecosystem is a place or environment, it is a group of animal and plant teams, it is also a collection of codependencies among them. The ecosystem is characterized by particular elements from all those remaining and in addition – their junction\(^\text{18}\). Recently, in defining the ecosystem and characterizing its properties, special attention must be paid to the processes of the flow of energy and the circulation of matter in the system\(^\text{19}\).

Studies and the description of the ecosystem appear consequently as the basic assignment of ecology. Besides this, ecologists attempt to respond to a series of specific questions, among which are those such as: what lives in the shade of what, which organism eats which, what influences the population and their propagation, in which way does energy transfer from one individual to another in the food chain, why are concrete biocenoses and ecosystems composed of
such and not other organisms, and also among them and their broadly understood environment as well as in which way is man able to cause control over the natural biocenoses as well as ecosystems and maintain them in an undestroyed state. Ecologists are also attempting to define and analyze the characteristic traits of the population and get to know the factors influencing the coming into being of teams. As results from the above words, the essence of ecological scientific studies is expressed in the “questions and disputes” concerning the analyzed systems.

The described above issues are fundamental for ecological research. They do not exhaust, however, the entire richness of ecology. Apart from these, there are also such matters, whose omitting would in a significant way distort the real picture of ecology. It seems that it would not be a small error to omit relating to perceiving the world of nature through an evolutionary key. Consequently, there is no doubt that evolutionism and ecology mutually help, supplement and clarify one other. In a significant way this repeatedly expresses the evoked by ecologists claim which states that “understanding ecology is possible only in the evolutionary aspect.”

In this context, it is worth noticing that ecology differs somewhat from other particular natural sciences. This “otherness” concerns somewhat written into the assumptions of ecology the possibility of error to exist in the obtained results. Namely, this concerns the theses from time to time worked out based on research carried out in a concrete ecosystem not being in accord with the results of another, even identical
arrangement. This is due not on account of a concrete method or ignorance of the ecologists, but from the fact that random phenomena play a major role in ecology. Acknowledging the importance of random phenomena does not at all signify that all ecological phenomena are unpredictable, it does, however, create the need to point to boundaries of precision in predictions. It should also be addend that ecology does not limit its studies to only so-called natural systems. In the sphere of its interests is also found the whole broadly understood environment. That is why an important object of interest for ecologists are the anthropogenic systems, meaning those formed by people. In describing relationships in such systems, they also draw attention to the influence of all incidents of people’s activity on the functioning of nature. The realizations and conclusions being a result of these same observations – which will be more broadly spoken about – repeatedly theses confirm, that human activity unfavorably influences the state of nature (though it ought to be noted that not always – there are also incidences of positive effects of man on nature). This chiefly concerns transformations related with farming and the food industry as well as civilizational progress. They sometimes cause that nature is destroyed. That is why among various theses worked out by ecologists, there are such which speak about the necessity to limit the influence of man in natual systems of nature. In this sense, ecology may be perceived as a science striving to protect the environment. This concern for the natural environment is not,
anyhow, the main assignment and subject of ecology, but only the consequence of the claims worked out by it\textsuperscript{28}.

Even though concern for nature is one of the postulates of ecology\textsuperscript{29}, sometimes it is treated even as its original mission\textsuperscript{30}, and some naturalists agree on calling ecology environmental protection\textsuperscript{31}. However, it ought to be clearly stated that this is not correct. Such a situation leads to unclarity. That is why it is appropriate to strive for consequently using the term “nature protection” and avoiding the unjustified substitution of it by the term “ecology”\textsuperscript{32}.

From this, which was up to now said, it clearly results that ecology is a strict natural science; it is an academic discipline, whose assignment is to study and clarify the dependencies among organisms in the broadly understood environment of their lives\textsuperscript{33}. As such it possesses a precisely specified subject and is characterized by its own research methods. However, one must agree with the statement of those biologists who claim that despite such clear descriptions, it is “the broadest and least homogenous biological discipline” often referring to other biological disciplines and willingly reaches to other natural sciences, particularly often to geography and earth sciences, which becomes simply indispensible when the subject of interest also incorporates the inanimate environment\textsuperscript{34}. One can – generally speaking – state that the subject of ecological research is nature, in which “everything is linked with everything”\textsuperscript{35}. That is why in looking from the point of view of a naturalist, it can be added that “in such a grasp there is very little of that which –
at least potentially – ecology is not”\textsuperscript{36}. Certain issues or data can not be examined, however, in separation from oneself. Because if this were to be done, at that time the presented result of studies would not only be incomplete, but simply untrue\textsuperscript{37}.

To the essence of ecology belongs, therefore, its tie with other areas of knowledge. This tie appears as a two-sided dependency. This is because on the one hand – which was spoken of above – ecology makes use of the heritage of other sciences. On the other hand, however, the theses worked out by ecologists are taken into consideration in research carried out by scientists dealing with other areas of knowledge. This also concerns humanistic sciences and theology. An artificial separation among particular areas is at minimum unjustifiable. Without a doubt, it is also harmful for the integral concept of science\textsuperscript{38}. 

human ecology
1.2. ECOLOGICAL-THEOLOGICAL DIALOGUE: NEEDS AND POSSIBILITIES

Ecology in its basic meaning – which is repeatedly underlined – is the natural science having a strictly defined subject, language and method. In using this workshop, it tries to describe the world, and especially the relationships entering into it and mechanisms which regulate it, paying great attention to the diversity and distribution of organisms in nature as well as underlining the evolutionary development of the world.

The continued advancement of knowledge somewhat obliges ecologists to ask constantly newer questions, since the obtained answers oftentimes lead to new unknowns. The mentioned scientists are also not in a state to answer all of them when using the competencies of the science they practice. It is also not always sufficient enough to refer only to other biological sciences. This is because a thorough performing of ecology oftentimes leads to a deeper reflection on the identified and studied natural systems; but in the end, it will place questions to the inquisitive researcher, among others about the sense of these phenomenon, about their first cause, and also about the sense of the very research. This somewhat will demand referring to other sciences.
Without a doubt these claims can and ought to be applied to ecology. It seems that this field can not develop when guided by a scientological concept of science. The era of contrasting one science with another has ended, where one is separated from another. Being directed by only ecological rationalism not only is insufficient, but on the contrary becomes an obstacle in the development of science and getting to the truth. That is why – with the goal of obtaining the full picture of such complicated realities, which are among others: life, the person, the world – it is not only justifiable, but the use of theses worked out by various sciences becomes simply necessary. So therefore in the entire understanding of scientific studies, it is unusually helpful in getting to a constantly fuller picture of the world, and dialogue between natural and humanistic sciences appears. Its particular expression is dialogue between ecology and theology.

The above proposition does not suggest the obliteration of differences among particular fields. It only turns attention to the need to see the individual sciences as diversified “tools” adequate for getting to know and describe the reality from many various perspectives. Multi-faceted issues somewhat demand being examined “in parts” giving for analysis every area of knowledge in this field which it is in the condition to test and describe. The results of these “partial” studies are always very essential for the whole of knowledge. At the same time, they cannot be perceived as the ultimate answers to the questions asked concerning such very complex realities, which are
world, the person or life. None of the empirical sciences should attempt to stand as the “all-knowing” nor even presume that it knows the ultimate replies, but must admit that not everything is found within its reach. That is why scientists ought to always be aware of searching for the truth, even when this concerns a limited reality of the world or man, which never ends, always refering to something, which is beyond the direct subject of research. An integral vision of the above-mentioned realities and relationships among them can consequently be obtained exclusively through “a research effort of many disciplines”. If one gets to the conclusion that world unity implies scientific unity, then it ought to be accepted that the source and guarantee of the certainty of knowledge is broadly understood scientific dialogue, in which dialogue links data and conclusions stemming from the various cognitive levels. The result of this is that in searching for a holistic vision of diverse scientific issues, even – as the pope stated – “the most natural and ‘secular’ the effort of the mind searching for truth must and ought to be joined with the faith, which also in its areas finds its confirmation and deepening”. Such “joined with the faith” scientific reflection in an inevitable way, however, leads to theology.

Theology is a science which in its searchings refers to transcendental realities, being the contents of religious faith. It ought to clearly be stated that it is an error to identify theology with faith or with religion. Religion is a reality in a certain sense institutional, sociological. Faith, however, is a personal act; it is a certain type of response to the call to “be religious.” It
is a unique communion of God and man, fully giving self to God by man and man to God and an attitude and act of real personal contact between the human person and the Divine Persons. Theology, on the other hand, attempts to describe and systematize the contents of religious faith and apply this to the appropriate methodological principles.

Wanting to at least generally characterize this science, we ought to begin by analyzing its name. In searching for the meaning of the word “theology” and looking through the evolution of its meaning, one must agree with S. C. Napiórkowski, that generally the formula “study of God” is accepted, even though strictly speaking, the Greek compound word signifying “word (speech) of God” or eventually “word (speech) about God” restricts the meaning of theology. Recently it comprises the vast area of knowledge at the same time incorporating Biblical studies with systematic and practical theology. In all these sections, its fundamental subject is always God, but an important place is held there also by man in relation to God.

Bartnik, in attempting to show the deepest sense of this area of knowledge, writes that it is always and primarily a study of God. However, he does not stop on this statement, but adds that in a broader meaning it deals with all realities in “relation to God.” Dogmatic theology begins its subject from a treaties on God, even though it could evenly well begin with a treaties on man. There can not be mention of God without man, as anyway there can not be mention of man without God. All of this, which theology teaches about,
is not to be however exclusively knowledge concerning its subject. The rational effort, which is a response to the challenge of faith searching for understanding, which has as its goal to reveal to man (apart from that about God, about himself and the whole world) also the truth about his predestination and pointing out the way of obtaining it. Theology, therefore, appears as such a scientific concept which deepens the religious truth under rigour of rationalities, explanations, interpretation and logic, joining them into one consistent, relating to systems of other masteries (philosophic and scientific), and transfers to correcting the action of man (orthopraxis). This last serves first and foremost all of moral theology. It not only responds to the question: who is God? It concentrates, however, on presenting ways to unite with Him; it formulates the question: in which way ought man to respond to the revealing God? Next, however – as writes W. Bołoz – based on Sacred Scripture and Tradition, it attempts to answer this question.

Though it ought to be stressed that the principle subject of moral theology is God revealing Himself, however one can not forget that it concerns a scientific reflection on the entire reality in reference to Him. This reflection ought to ultimately lead to a response to the question “what should I do to obtain eternal life?” (Mk 10, 17; Mt 18;18). That is why among the sources of this science – apart from the basic above indicated: Revelation contained in the Bible and, even though not inspired but objectified, meaning Tradition – the majority of theologians include yet other so-called not objectified, in which are included among
others the signs of the times, man, faith and the expe-
riences of individuals or communities. It seems that
besides all these mentioned factors, some theses
should also be pointed out which are worked out by
empirical sciences, among which is ecology. From this
the thesis stating that empirical sciences compose
a unique source of contemporary moral theology ap-
pears as the one which is difficult to ignore. Such
a conclusion can lead away from the concept of the-
ological cognition, therefore, the words of John Paul
II are a confirmation of its appropriateness, who
states that in the contemporary theological context
there ought to be reference to other forms of human
knowledge, such as those including natural sciences.
Refering to natural sciences can be in many cases
useful, since it allows obtaining a fuller knowledge
about the subject of studies.

In this place it is worth going to the claims of
M. Heller, who has no doubts that despite the discus-
sion and uncertainties concerning methodological is-
ues, dialogue between empirical sciences and
theology is possible and profitable for both sides. As
one of the arguments speaking on behalf of this thesis,
the mentioned author refers to the experience drawn
from history, which according to him teaches, that
methodological barriers have never yet won with that
which is really ocuring. In searching for further ar-
guments, it is worth in this context quoting the words
of Bartnik, who writes that theological cognition co-
operates with philosophy and many humanistic and
hard sciences. It ought to be emphasized that this
concerns cooperation fully organized from the me-
thodological point of view. The essential issue, which must here be clearly accented is that in dialogue or cooperation between such different sciences, which are ecology and theology, one can not overlook the need to refer to philosophy. Here, philosophy so to say “imposes” itself. It appears to be not only a necessary tool, but simply an indispensible instrument whose role and significance is difficult to overestimate in this place.\(^{58}\)

The need to refer to philosophy becomes apparent in the first place on the epistomological plane.\(^{59}\) Dialogue spoken of can never be a simple “transfer” of knowledge worked out by natural sciences (here: ecology) into theology. This principle is binding even when if the subject of research is the same reality, meaning nature. This results from the fact that “dialogue” between disciplines belongs to two different orders (spaces) of cognition, which in consequence observe and perceive this subject from various perspectives. In studies therefore, problems are always formulated and facts are written and so the conclusions are drawn by using the language appropriate to the field, in the framework of which they remained observed and studied. This is a methodological requirement of all sciences. Proceeding against it disturbs the principles of methodology, which most often bears fruit in that the resolution being the result of such disorganized studies comes out to be a solution that is uncertain or apparent.\(^{60}\)

In wanting to straighten out the “scientific” demands created by its own system, theology can not consequently directly include into its considerations
natural data, but only their philosophical interpretation. Methodological discipline also requires a predecessor, who ought to lead his research in such a way so that their clarifications would not go beyond the real world. Heller in discussing this issue writes that one ought to always “clarify the world by the world itself.” In science it is never allowed to resign from clarifying some “material phenomenon” with the help of some other “material phenomenon”. Resigning from such an explanation and referring to the explanation going beyond the material world” would be blocking further scientific advancement, and therefore departing from the scientific method. This does not at all signify that of concern here is proving the inexistence of whatever “cosmic causes.” It is only a methodological assumption demanding not referring to such causes. It only concerns the underlining of the autonomy of every science. This autonomy – which was already noted above – should not anyhow signify a lack of possibilities in comparing the results worked out by natural scientists with theses taught by theologians, but only postulate on the order of epistemological-methodological behavior. It should also be the guarantee of avoiding the error which Heller gives by the expression “God of filling the gaps.

Consequently, the conclusion seems appropriate that ecological-theological dialogue on the epistemological plane in an unavoidable way leads to metaphysical reflection. In wanting to contrast the theses worked out by ecologists and theologians without committing a methodological error, we automatically place ourselves in the position of “meta” in relation to
both these disciplines. And this already suffices to claim that we do not find ourselves within the reach of any of them, but in the sphere of philosophical reflection on one and the other\textsuperscript{66}.

An observation of ecological phenomenon – as already stated previously – provokes one to constantly ask new questions. Among them are such which concern the first and ultimate causes of existence in the observed ecosystems and creating its plants, animals and phenomenon, as well as their mutual relations. Unavoidable are also such questions which search for a response to the topic of ultimate reasons for practicing ecology, the meaning of its discoveries and destinies. Wanting to reply to these and similar to them questions, one must go out of the region available to ecologists. This is because empirical sciences are not in the state to understand themselves, and also respond to the “non-empirical” question concerning the observed realities, since such knowledge does not belong to the area of these sciences; they can not test and express them with the help of methods, concepts and the language of physical sciences. It is because these refer only to the subject studied by them. Describing a given empirical science remains therefore invariably the assignment of philosophical studies\textsuperscript{67}. In this context, it is worth repeating John Paul II that in analysing the situation “the assistance of typically philosophical reflection, critical and able to raise itself to the appropriate level of generality [...] is indispensable”\textsuperscript{68}. Here, this concretely concerns metaphysics, which is a philosophical discipline dealing with the theory of being, identifying the nature of things and
searching for the ultimate causes of the existence of beings. All this ought to make it possible to show a complete picture of the world. Metaphysical reflections are consequently the most general, but at the same time primary scientific studies. This is because they provide the fundamental premises for understanding reality. Such a metaphysical reflection on ecology must be through and responsible. This therefore means that practicing it can only be done then, when it concerns things really existing and verified by such. In the framework of such getting to know there is no room for manipulating facts, but their explanations. Particular real subjects are not treated as ‘an occasion’ to check scientific hypotheses created a priori, but compose “the book of knowledge” about the world.

Metaphysics – as noted above – among others requires searching for the necessary and objective conditions of the subjective human experience. This is done thanks to the method, which based on reductional understanding and based not on the result of logical relation, but on the necessary relationships ontically set in the theory of being, allows one to grasp with certainty the simple states of being and in essence ask the question about the ontic reasons of these states. This makes it possible to find the real facts of such factors of being, which explain it and which are not able to be ignored without falling into conflict with presently undertaken theses of the theory of being. In using this tool, realistic philosophy comes to the conclusion and stands at the position that the holistic view of the world also belongs to the Absolute. In get-
ting to discover His existence, the searching of ultimate reasons of things is fulfilled. Absolute as the ultimate reason for the world’s existence is in getting to know the metaphysical fulfillment and crowning of the understanding of reality; it is the key-note of the rational and coherent vision of the world. In looking for the ultimate reasons of existence and activity of beings, one is convinced of the necessity of the existence of such a being, all of which is ultimately explained. Being which in philosophy is called the Absolute is the equivalent of the theological concept of God.

It is worth clearly underlining that philosophy is not in the state of proving the existence of the Absolute. It can only point to such a necessity resulting from the rational messages. In taking advantage of them and in using the available to it methods, this means the firing in it apart from philosophical also prephilosophical approaches, and also referring to experiences of empirical sciences, since philosophy gives a rational bases for theology. Z. J. Zdybicka states, that a thorough reflection on the whole of reality must lead man to becoming aware that in that which can fully meet, the natural human strivings and desires that comprise the threshold of human cognition and human love, can not be anything else other than the Personal Being, the living God, whose existence points out our uncertain existence and the existence of the whole world – Fullness of Existence, Pure Act, identified with the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Such an understanding is in accord with the thesis taught by John Paul II, that detailed sciences are the appropriate tools for discovering truth.
However, here it ought to be stressed that the empirically known truth always refers to the questions opening access to the absolute Truth; in discovering certain mystery one gets to another, greater Truth: “God Himself placed in the human heart the desire to get to know the truth, whose ultimate goal is to get to know Himself”\(^75\). In this sense – which was already noted above – empirical sciences, in this also ecology, can comprise the *loci theologici* for contemporary theology.

According to some scientists, going from the so-called scientific understanding to theological understanding is the natural consequence of human striving to the fullness of truth. Rejecting this thesis is therefore an expression of misunderstanding the goal of science perceived integrally as a system of many activities striving to get to know truth. That is why a constantly greater group of learned point to the limitedness of the academic paradigm. It ought to be clearly underlined that all philosophy, which closes in on its system, which encloses its own infallibility and perfection, is an ideology. An ideology is thinking with eyes covered up. Most of all, science forgets that everywhere, wherever we turn, we have to deal with mystery. This mystery is an unending mystery. Science, flinching and grumbling, must admit its one-sidedness. Science only incorporates one part of human experience. Man however, seeks fullness. In the human heart there remained written the search for God. The search for God is the search for Wisdom. This wisdom comes today, here and now, in the Holy Spirit. It incorporates the Wisdom of God, places before phi-
losophy a new path of knowing through faith, and therefore through Revelation, which surpasses the cognitive abilities of the human mind and throws a completely new light on experience\textsuperscript{76}.

In this context one more “moment” ought to be mentioned in which empirical sciences somewhat demand being fulfilled through theological reflection. Entering into the diversity of methods and perspectives of getting to know the world and life, one must however state with J. Wróbel, that even the most controversial understandings are not in the state of shaking the truth, but just like science has it source in man, so also in him is found his sense\textsuperscript{77}. Empirical sciences must therefore be directed to the good of man, since this gives them sense. Since they do not strive to its depths (not only are they not in the state of grasping and testing the rational soul, but also the sphere of experiences, feelings, spiritual needs, moral unrest and the like) and stopping on the biological-physical structures, they can not know on what really this good must depend on. That is why if a specialist of empirical sciences wants to take into consideration the whole as well as the particular good of man, he ought to refer to theology or at least to philosophy\textsuperscript{78}.

The above reflections point out the logical contrasts between any types of true knowledge. Particular areas speak in various ways about the world, man and life and their mutual relations and sense, since they take into consideration their other aspects and make use of varying sources. Nevertheless all the worked out by various sciences theses create a unified “doctrinal” structure on fundamental matters, even though diffe-
rent epistemologically and methodologically. The theses ought to therefore be accepted that supernatural knowing, referring to Revelation, does not destroy the natural (sense, rational) but fulfills it\(^7_9\).

The person getting to know something must in the end reach that moment in which cognition in using the methods available to natural sciences will not give new effects, and the person getting to know will have the awareness that there are still mysteries which he did not discover. Such a situation does not however mean the limit of human research. In this place – as John Paul II teaches – “faith is irreplaceable, which goes to the front and shows the concrete possibility of obtaining the goal of this investigation”\(^8_0\). In this way – in accord with the teaching of Vaticanan II – man filled with knowledge and the natural desire for good “goes from things visible to things invisible”\(^8_1\).

The Pope, in speaking of fully getting to know the truth (Truth) states that it must be done through the help of reason and faith\(^8_2\). Reason in reaching the limit of its possibilities points to the necessity of faith, however faith “demands” that its subject be known through the help of reason\(^8_3\). Ultimately therefore, this means order in how to perceive a fact, since human cognition is done on many various plains; beginning from the sensate, empirical, to that, which is based on Revelation\(^8_4\). Each of them however analyzed in an honest way leads to one absolute Truth, even though it is not always referred to directly. Sometimes it stops on particular truths, whose meanings can not be lessened. It ought to be however stressed that in wanting to
obtain an integral view of the world and man, one ought to use the statements of all sciences, which study and describe this reality. One can not allow the conviction that in describing the world one ought to take into consideration two alternative truths: the truth of reason and the truth of the heart. One must claim along with John Paul II that the whole, “deep” scientific knowledge must be based on “the discipline of reason” and “honesty of heart”. This does not at all signify reducing “scientificness” of theology, but only exposes the fact that its methods are different than those, which are used by empirical sciences.

It seems that the best knowledge can be obtained by contrasting in a methodologically organized way the results of particular sciences. Because they will not exclude each other is proof of their truthfulness. Authentic truth, therefore can not be a subjective conviction about the validity of the basic thesis, but must be “a universal and absolute truth”. Only such is in fact truth, which by its nature, if it is really true, appears as universal. That, which is true must be always true and for everyone. This is so because the unity of truth is the principle postulate of human reason.
chapter 2

THE MAN-PERSON
IN THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

An attempt to get to know the world and the relationships ruling in it is the key proposed by ecology which leads to the conclusion that among many ecological elements, one of the most essential and sometimes most important appears to be man. That is why the perception, establishment and systematization of the main truths concerning man and his environment seem to be for ecology one of the principle issues. Wanting to present the problem of ecology in the best way it is not worth stopping at empirical knowledge, but search for broader knowledge concerning the relationships entering into the world; knowledge being a result of the above described dialogue among sciences.
2.1. Man and the Person. Toward an Integral Vision of the Human Being

The words *man* and *person* are universally seen as meaning the same. That is why in the title of the following section the expression may bring wonder. Placing *and* between these two expressions suggests their diversity in contents. The answer to the question if such a differentiation is justified seems to be a complex issue.

The way of viewing the material subject in the concrete field of science depends on the formal subject and from the accepted research method. That is why in such a situation, when the material subject is the same reality, the results might be different. An honest practicing of whatever kind of science should not lead to the situation in which the results would exclude themselves. However, the results of the research undertaken in the framework of particular sciences are various and this is a result of the fact that the researches pay attention to other aspects of the observed subject; it is a confirmation of the methodological specifics of every one of the sciences and their autonomy. It is not an astonishing fact that also man, in placing the principle subject of interest in many scientific fields, is perceived by them in a different way. Therefore, wanting to obtain the full and integrated picture of a person, one ought to refer to many
various sciences and in a methodological way compare the claims\textsuperscript{1}.

The first phase of cognition – which was mentioned above – is empirical knowledge. That is why for an integral vision of the person, it is necessary to use the claims of natural sciences, which are particularly based on experiences. These, in observing man and his life, perceive it as a living heterophysical being. That is why, in accord with biological systematics, he is considered a representative of the Animal Kingdom\textsuperscript{2}. Particular zoological analyses allow us to notice that man is a being, who is characterized by a complete two-leggedness, longer lower limbs than front, an exceptional development of the brain, strong contrasting thumb and ungrasping feet, a parabolic tooth arch, small fangs, which do not protrude beyong the tooth line, a tendency to growth of the chin, long hair on the head, the appearance of gender dymorphism, the existence of social life and progressive psychic development\textsuperscript{3}.

Looking at people from somewhat another perspective, one can notice that they are a land species of mammals of the leading group, characterized by the following ecological demands. They live on the land and are active in the day. They demand particular protection during sleep. They must avoid injuries to the body, large predators and overcome the invasions of many parasites. They respond heterophysically – omnivorous, since their food can (and ought to be) plants as well as animals, who must be found, gathered or caught and prepared to eat, while avoiding toxic substances. They must drink water, but un-
fortunately not from the sea. The optimum temperature of the surroundings must be close to 25°C. They breed not too proliferally on account of their long time of maturing and long period of intergenetics. They live relatively long (several decades), in groups and – in taking advantage of a well developed nervous system, primarily the brain – they can exchange information on topics of personal experiences (including between generations), and also gather it, which significantly makes it easy to cope with everyday problems. Ultimately however, from the quantity and quality of this information depends what habitat they will be able to survive⁴.

The above characteristic is quite general and not completely gives the specifics of the species Homo sapiens. In wanting to grasp these specifics in a fuller way, zoologists pay attention to the series of properties of man, among which one stresses the characteristics related with complete uprightness of the body and two-legged movement. Also untypical, in comparison with other species, is the landbasing of man. The brain mass is also not without significance, which in comparison with the body weight is unproportionally greater than in other living beings in the world⁵. The development of the brain and the entire nervous system has a big significance in the processes of learning, meaning modification of behavior under the influence of the acquired experiences, conditioning of reactions and memorizing, which in the case of man are much more complex and developed than in other species⁶.
In making precise the thoughts concerning the exceptional abilities in learning for man, it must be added that this does not concern only the ability to transmit experiences related with appropriate behavior in determined, previously experienced existential situations. This concerns authentic knowledge; about the ability to relate facts and reach conclusions, meaning the existence of reflective awareness. Unusually important is the fact that experiences, which were spoken of, were repeatedly acquired by individuals living in another time and in other geographical-natural conditions. An important role here plays the ability to understand one another, which in the case of man is unusually complex and is called speech. In transmitting knowledge and understanding each other is tied the ability to create tools and to use them. All of this is described in zoology and called the psyche\textsuperscript{7}. On this level, a significant difference is able to be noticed among the mental abilities of man and the highest psychically developed representatives in the leading order. It is most fully expressed in a distinct ability to generalize, the bases for logical understanding. Man shares with animals the instinctive forms of behavior and physically induced motivation systems. Nevertheless that, which he learns, remembers and integrates, composes the raw material for his rational thinking and at least partially – for his emotion. In the context of psychic activites, some scientists also stress the unusual manual abilities of humans in comparison with other species\textsuperscript{8}.

The next typical property of reasoning man is that which in zoology is called the herd life. It is one of
the many representatives of this option. However, in contrast to other species, in the case of Homo sapiens, group life is not only directed to the common acquiring of food or mutual protection from predators, sexual partnership and care of offspring. A characteristic trait here is that, thanks to taking advantage of experiences and abilities in transmitting the acquired experiences among particular individuals and those belonging to the group, man was in the state of enlargening his number in an unproportionally large way in comparision with other beings and the majority of possible to live in environments\(^9\).

In describing the characteristic biological traits of man, it ought to be stressed that completely original in him is the nuptial behavior, also called sexuality. In contrast to the majority of living beings, in the case of man, there is a lack here of seasons in feeling sexual drive and determining this life by chemical elements, and regulating it by psychic elements\(^10\).

Some contemporary naturalists decidedly stress the fact of exceptional relations, which enter into the Homo sapiens species between adult individuals and their offspring. It is a fact that the mother takes care of the child, the case in mammals – to which man belongs – and it is a completely natural matter\(^11\). It is also nothing unusual to protect the young from the widely understood unfavorable influence of the environment and teaching them how to deal with difficult situations. However, it is completely original to transmit the experiences belonging to other spheres of life. If in the majority of species the offspring learns to observe the common life of adult members, so
much more in man, then adults care for the acquiring experiences through their children. From the biological point of view it is a situation which occurs only among representatives of the human species.\textsuperscript{12}

Another factor pointing to the particular place of man in the world is the fact that in a significant way he influences the whole of nature and its processes. In comparison with the time of the duration of life on Earth (about 4.6 billion years), the age of the species Homo sapiens (about 200 thousand years) is only a small part of it. This also comprises a less than an era of other species. Despite these differences, it is precisely man who wrested the greatest influence on the shaping of life of all the inhabitants of the planet. Even he, to an incomparable greater degree than other beings, takes advantage of the natural resources of the Earth and shapes its environment creating in it the most advantageous for it conditions. In this way man adapted for his needs the most places, in which life can exist and survive. The crowding of human population in relation to the average number of organisms and life-span of particular individuals are so great, that they can not be compared with whatever other species and can not apply schemes used in ecology in relation to other living beings.\textsuperscript{13}

The above analyses lead to the conclusion that on the one hand it can not cease, since man is an element of the biosphere, on the other hand he appears as its completely exceptional element. That is why in the statement of some naturalists, in ecology man must by presented as a rational element of the biosphere and the principle factor of ecology.\textsuperscript{14}
leads to the conviction that it is not possible to look at him in purely naturalistic categories, since his – in relation to nature – changes in attitudes of value, cultural phenomenon, ethical and religious attitudes, resulting from political systems – comprise an equivalent factors with the natural inside the ecosystem\textsuperscript{15}.

These exceptional, beyond nature abilities, place man clearly above other living beings in the world. They present him as the one who is in the state to rule over them and influence their existence. This also concerns the unique difference in quality (from the purely natural point of view, it can be noticed that some animals are in certain matters better specialized than man). Some scientists want to stress to a certain degree the dominance of man in the natural world, that they claim he is in the state to so greatly influence nature, that even though he is its element, he does not completely yield to some of its laws. The most important of them is the law of evolution\textsuperscript{16}. The thesis about the possibility for man to control the course of evolution and setting himself somewhat beyond it somewhat comprises an attempt to find out that from the biological point of view man is close to perfection, that his somatic structure and everything, which is concerned with it, allows him to occupy the central place in the world and maintaining this place is not threatened by anything. This claim is known in physical sciences under the name of the antropic principle\textsuperscript{17}.

Some biologists attempt to lead this exceptionality of man from his natural biological functions, which arose as a result of evolutionary processes\textsuperscript{18}. 
Some, however, do not agree with this statement, that from the purely biological point of view man should not occupy such a position among other creatures. In analyzing these matters they reach the conclusion that man is different from the rest of creation by something which can not be described with the help of DNA\textsuperscript{19}.

This “something” integrates with the body, creating unity of the named person. In this place, the difference between understanding the expressions man and person becomes clear. One can not deny natural scientists the possibility to do studies on man. One can not blame them either as an error the fact that when they describe him from the point of view of biological sciences they treat him as one of the living species on earth – \textit{Homo sapiens} in the framework of the kingdom \textit{Animalia}. The research tools and methodology of the natural fields allow viewing man only in such a way. And this is precisely how one ought to understand the expression man. Person on the other hand means something more; it is “man with a soul” – man with all these elements and references, which are not in the state of interpreting natural sciences. The person is something more than the living being\textsuperscript{20}.

The above thesis does not signify however a lessening of the value of the body. On the other hand – they perceive it as an integral element of the person being a necessary reason for its existence, meaning that element, thanks to which the person exists in time and space, and also as a factor, which the person communicates with the world, and through which the person expresses themselves and manifests their
individualized life – the body ought to be esteemed, as well as its natural needs and tendencies. One can not however, avoid the truth, that the human body is spiritualized, this means that with the soul creates an unbreakable whole. That is why perceiving the body of a person only in biological categories does not give its full picture; it can not fully be characterized. Meanwhile – what was noticed above – such a “person” would appear as a temporary element of being one of the many creations of evolution. Avoiding the truth about the spiritual nature of a person is not only a sign of serious reductionism, but a unique anthropological falsehood. That is why the body itself should not be identified with a person, but see in him its integral element. Speaking about the person demands not only at the same time perceiving the spirit and body, but perceiving those realities as undivided unity and in this way creating the being, which is not either body, nor spirit, but a reality of a new quality, different from those two, and at the same time linking them in a way appropriate to them: the person is like a third, other type of being, not only body plus soul or material and spirit\textsuperscript{21}.

There is no doubt that in order for this above mentioned “third type of being” to be appropriately understood, it is not sufficient to only use natural sciences. They lose competency at the moment when research goes beyond the sphere of empirical experiences. That is why in order to speak with certainty about a person, it is necessary to refer to humanistic sciences, thanks to which reasonable speculation finds their response on the first and ultimate existential question\textsuperscript{22}. 
In referring to the history of philosophy and taking into consideration the contemporary philosophical concepts, an unequivocal definition of the person can not be found. However, generally taking the subject – as Krąpiec claims – “person” is understood as some commanding and uppermost formation of being with intellectual cognition. Everywhere a person is grasped as some most perfect “form” of being. And in this all these systems of philosophy are in accord. Speaking about the person in philosophy, its following properites are underlined: the ability of intellectual cognition, ability to love, freedom, subject of laws, dignity and completeness. The reasoning of a person is also accented\textsuperscript{23}.

In deepening this issue and searching for an unequivocal answer to the question about that, which ultimately causes that one can say about the person, Bartnik reasons in the following way: He is not only nature or being, but must be something added to nature, in order for him to become a person. This something is subsistence – self-existence, personality – and this comprises the formal element which constitutes the person. Contemporary science underlines in the human person the conscious, real element, the element constituting the person is substance in the way of self. Speaking in other words, to be a person means to self-exist with a goal\textsuperscript{24}.

In getting to know the fullness of truth about the human person, not only is it very helpful but actually indispensable appears the recalling of theses worked out by theology. This science, drawing from Revelation, allows getting to know not only those truths to
which one can get to with the help of empirical knowledge and intellectual inquiry, but also those, which God Himself gave to people in His Word. Among the revealed truths concerning the person, the most important place, as John Paul II teaches, comprises the truth about him, which is that he is the image of God. This claim of the inspired author on the one hand shows the fact that the human person is even the image of God, from which results its exceptionality and incomparable dignity with other creatures, who are not such an image; on the other hand, it brings out the fact that the human person is only an image of God, which means that he is not god and never will be.

It is also accented that the human person, as an image of God, who “is only Good” (Mt 19, 17), strives by their nature to good. Such a striving points to his dynamic character; even though the human person never will be “like God” but in a natural way tries to be His “most faithful copy”. This therefore can be done and revealed only in relationships, among which the most important appears to be love. All these theses found the fullest realization in the life of the God-Man Jesus Christ. That is why the full understanding of the truth about a person must be based on getting to know and understanding the truth about the Son of God. All this leads to the conviction, that in wanting to define the person, one ought to pay attention to morality as one of the main properties of a person, since, as the pope states, moral values “are values of the human person as such”. The realization of these values in life or their avoidance is visible primarily in concrete relationships and to a great degree this actually
comprises the in fact existence and development of a person as a person\textsuperscript{29}.

With moral values is linked the religiousness of a person. Already the observations of some natural scientists prove, that the man-person is singled-out among other creatures by an attempt to seek out deeper values and the sense of one’s existence beyong the world perceiveable to the senses. In this they perceive a qualitative difference among the representatives of the species \textit{Homo sapiens} and the remaining species living in the world\textsuperscript{30}. In refering to theological research, it can also be additionally said that not only searching for “higher values” but a “religious sense” meaning refering to the transcendental, singles-out the person among all the earthly living beings\textsuperscript{31}.

In summarizing the above reflections, one must state that defining the person is not an easy undertaking, and every such attempt often contains in itself elements of reductionism. Nevertheless, in paying attention to the main theses concerning the human person, one can with certainty claim that it is a dynamic reality, a being unceasingly “becoming”; in a natural way permanently striving to reach their fullness. Development consequently appears as one of their principle attributes. Another important property of the man-person is relationality. This results almost directly from claims about the development, and means that the development of a person can be done through various interactions, in which the person is involved. Through these references and dependencies the person shows who they are and how they are and what they become. Among these relationships the
principle one is the relationship with God. In it one can distinguish two basic aspects. On the one hand it stresses the direction of reference to everything, which encompasses the person.

This results from the fact that being in good relationship with God implies a positive attitude to His creatures. On the other hand, however, in relationships with creatures the relation with God is partly verified. In this context it is worth paying attention also to the fact that thanks to various relations the person can, but also must actualize all their potential, undertaking a determined activity (intellectual, volitional, physical and the like). That is why precisely the relational character of the person causes, that it is a dynamic reality. These relationships shape, and somewhat form the person and show who they are and what kind they are. This is because the person, despite that they are really existing beings belonging primarily to the order of creation, still the ontology of the person does not mean stability. The human being permanently becomes (or at least ought to become) a person.

In gathering these assumptions it can be said that the human being is a being created (able to describe their beginning and end, goal and sense of existence), being an element of the world of nature, but transcending it through their activities: being in relationship with nature, but also with other people and with self, and more concretely with individual elements of their existence. All activities undertaken in the framework of these relationships and being in accord with the nature of a person attribute to their development. The sense and goal of life go beyond the
material world and there, on the transcendental plane, is achieved the accomplishment of the height of integral development. From the theological point of view it is his salvation, in which he enters into perfect communion with the One, Who is the image and from Whom he comes. In this sense, as Bartnik claims, salvation belongs to the essence of manhood. He always stands in the face of the chance of salvation, not towards the fact that he might not achieve salvation. And then he goes beyond his possibilities of “becoming human”. In undertaking the call “to fullness of humanity” he is thus entering on the path of integral development.

2.2. The Natural Environment of the Human Being

In the most general meaning of the word, environment means the surrounding; something which is found about, or the collection of all objects, which were not counted into the analyzed system. As such this is clearly used in various contexts. Its first meaning, however, concerns studies on nature.

This term is one of the key issues in ecology. Without a doubt, it should not be considered an exaggeration to state that the idea of environment comprises such an essential reality for this science,
since by ignoring it one can not directly speak of ecology. The appropriate perception and description of the environment as well as the relationships which join them with a given individual (or group) was – as noted above – an important element of the genesis of ecology and distinguishes it from the whole field of biology, which – in stopping on the concrete functions of particular organisms – has not always fully esteemed its environment.

It is worth noticing that the analyzed word rarely appears without a description. If, therefore, it appears in this way, then quite often it is perceived as clearly abstract. Even though it appears that there is no doubt as to how it should be understood, however, after a more in-depth analysis, it can not be stated that it describes a concrete permanent reality. It is always said that the environment is “something” some “central point.” The most basic description of the environment of some organism is the following statement: that which is not the organism itself, but which surrounds it. In wanting to use the language of empirical sciences, one can say that the environment of the live system (for example the individual) is everything which does not undergo organization in accord with information of the system (genetic information of the individual), is on the other hand the source of effects of energy and the material of this system.36

Such an understanding leads to the conclusion that creating the natural environment does not always mean the same thing. It ought to be also understood as the immediate surrounding of a given individual; the environment, which influences its life and de-
velopment and to a significant extent decides about them, and also is related to the given individual to the extent that serious changes in it influence that individual in such a way that its essential properites become modified. Speaking in other words, the natural environment is the reality in which a given individual exists and the reality which allows that individual to exist in maintaining all its natural attributes. In attempting to define the natural environment in a negative way, one can state that it comprises such a surrounding for the given object, that a lack of some element in this environment causes a distortion and inability for the natural development of the indicated object.

In searching for an answer to the question what the natural environment of the human being is, one can say that it includes the general elements surrounding it, elements which cause that it can exist and develop as a person. The above presented concept of the human being causes that these elements ought to be sought on all essential levels of human existence. In all these dimensions there are such “places” which decide whether the mentioned being has a personal character.

Since the principle dimension of being a person is the natural level, that is why in characterizing its natural environment, this level ought to be pointed out as the first. From the biological point of view, the natural environment of a given organism (as well as a person’s) or a group is built by all the physical elements and other live organisms, which can provide
nutrition to the researched object, as well as those, which can serve as a defense or compete with them, or otherwise destroy it\textsuperscript{37}. The majority of contemporary ecologists speaking about the environment clearly point to two of its essential components. The first is the abiotic environment also called the biotope. This is composed of among others light, water, soil, atmospheric gases and also elements such as temperature, humidity, wind speed, soil acidity, landscape and so on. The second of these elements is the biotic environment, upon which are composed all living organisms, joined with each other with diverse effects, among which ought to be noticed interaction of a competitive characteristic, predation, parasitism, or cooperation\textsuperscript{38}. In referring the above contents to the human person, one ought to state that nature comprises an important element of its natural environment.

The above presented concept of the human person points to that which to a great extent influences its life and development, which are relationships with other people. It allows stating that an important element of the natural environment of a person is society.

On can not also avoid the fact that the human person is a reality so very complex, that as such it comprises an environment in itself, with which are related various relationships. Even thought at the beginning it may seem that speaking about the relationship of the person to themselves is a dubious issue, however, after a more thorough look at this problem it ceases to awaken doubts. In the category
called the relationship of the person to themselves, it concerns principally the precise interactions joining particular levels of existence of a person or in other words, the relation to particular elements creating the person as a whole. Among them the most important seem to be the following relationships: to the body and everything related with it, to the entire intellectual and volition spheres as well as transcendence.

The final natural environment of the person is the reality which is quite built up. It is composed of the following elements: nature, society and the evry person. Each of them appears indispensible so that a person might exist and develop in a way in accord with their nature, this means the way pertaining to their external, internal and transcendental structure.

The above presented vision of man, which is the person or their natural environment of life causes that the full description of the ecological order in which the human person will be the central individual, can not be made up by using only methods pertaining to natural sciences. It is indispensible to go beyond these methods and refer to other sciences about the human person.
The attempt to describe the interdependencies which appear among various elements in the world is ecology. It notices that the representatives of the species *Homo sapiens* have a particular place in nature. In attempting to unravel this phenomenon, one gets to the conclusion that it is not in the state to respond to the question in a full and final way, as to why it is so. Being a natural science it can not get to and understand all the relationships entering into the world, but must stop at only those in nature. An in depth observation and analysis of the world leads, therefore, to conviction that not all which is happening in it is able to be understood based on empirical experiences, and can be explained by using the language and methods which particular sciences use. In order to therefore find an answer to the question about these relationships, one ought to view the world more broadly. This requires other fields of knowledge.
Philosophy plays an essential role in this, which going beyond experiences, sets the first and final question, and thanks to the characteristic of its intellectual speculations, searches for an answer to it. A unique fulfillment of the whole process of acquiring knowledge about the world is done when referring to theology. It allows perceiving certain contents, which are not available either to empirical cognition, nor in the way of reasonable searches based on purely theoretical assumptions. Theology, on the one hand based on Revelation, and on the other – in confronting It with life – allows entering into a completely new region of knowledge.

The scientific concept, which is in the state of describing relationships entering into the world in an appropriate way and as the fullest and most integrated, must be therefore characterized by a somewhat “transdisciplinary” concept, since at certain moments it will have meta-scientific traits. This is because it will not strive to a simple set of assumptions worked out by particular branches of knowledge, since this – as noticed above – would be methodologically incoherent, and through this it would not reflect the truth. It would be important for it to find a “common ground” for these assumptions, which would allow for drawing general conclusions, which will next be possible to detail in further analyses. Their results would point to not only the principles of the functioning of the world and the sense and goal of its existence, but also on the particular relationships among its elements which they enter into – their causes and effects.
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In accord with this, as pointed out above, the best model for such a concept seems to be ecology. It can comprise its own type of “matrix” for this concept. This means that it will deal with perceiving concrete, selected elements of individuals and relationships, which join them to their natural environment.

Knowledge concerning the world and dependencies appearing in it acquired and systematized from the transdisciplinary perspective – as named above – has a very clear anthropological characteristic. That is why ecology understood in this way points to the person as the primary individual of and the observed by it ecological arrangement. This assumption (which is not only an assumption in the strict meaning of the word, but is also a result of the introductory observations of the analysed system, as well as the precise observations from the point of view of particular fields of knowledge\(^1\)) is clearly made visible in the name *human ecology*. This was just the way the theory was described, whose need to undertake in scientific studies was noticed by John Paul II, and which without a doubt replies to the presented here concepts\(^2\). That is why it seems appropriate to maintain this name, even though there is no doubt that the expression *ecology of the human person* is an equally correct formulation or simply ecology of the person and that these phrases can be used interchangeably. It is also worth noticing that the idiom *human ecology* has entered into scientific language, functions in it and is appropriately identified\(^3\).

It is worth noticing that the concept *ecology* is here used in an analogical sense. This is referring to
ecology in its original meaning. Human ecology itself is no longer, however, a concept which can be counted among empirical sciences. It is also therefore not a “pure” ecology, but somewhat “emancipated”.

The basis for human ecology is anthropology, which based on messages worked out by natural sciences, philosophy and theology stresses that the human person must be perceived in personalistic categories. Not rejecting the statement claiming its ties with nature, this concept accents the truth, since it comprises a unique central point to the whole created world. In realizing that the human person is a creature of God being the “image of the Creator” (Gen 1, 27) and redeemed by Christ, it emphasizes its particular place in the world and pays attention to his inalienable dignity.

The goal to which the human person strives for with all his life is the accomplishment of their supernatural calling, meaning to live eternally with God. He is the one who gives existence meaning. The most efficient way to accomplish this goal is the integral development of the whole person. It is achieved by caring for life and health, work, remaining free, searching for truth and permanent spiritual formation. Integrated development understood in this way appears to be the basic category of human ecology⁴. This does not mean that in human ecology, other forms of reaching salvation are not allowed, but only integral development seems to be the most certain and at the same time the simplest and fully in accord with the nature of a person and the world in which they live.
Human ecology is not limited just to only presenting the person in their natural environment. In observing this system, it presents certain postulates which have a normative character. They are to help maintain the natural structure of this ecological system. In noticing the many threats concerning all these relationships, which are present in it, this concept wants to also discover the possibilities of avoiding threats or propose ways out of the already existing ecological crisis.

The basic value of the integral development of the persons is their life. Human ecology accepts respect for the life of the person and the truth about its sacredness. Decidedly, as a priority value, it shows concern for the soul: “What does it profit a man if he gain the whole world but lose his soul in the process?” (Mt 16, 26).

Human ecology is also concerned with researching and describing the natural environment of the human person, meaning the surroundings, which allows them to live and achieve their calling, which is integral development. It notices that in such an understood environment one can distinguish three basic elements. These are: nature, society and the person themselves. An important postulate of human ecology is care for this environment.

The human person (man-person) is an element of nature. From nature come the necessary elements for existing and maintaining life in a material dimension. In this sense nature appears as the reality in a direct way influencing its integral development.
In the life of a human person, interaction is clearly visible, and even social involvement. Already, its very existence is related with relationships entering between the mother and father. In referring to the previously brought up biological argumentation, one can say that the human person being a mammal is in its first environment of life somewhat completely dependent on the mother’s organism. No less essential seems the fact that appropriate development on the intellectual level is not conceivable without the participation of other people. Also, in the spiritual sphere, society (e.g. the Church) appears as an important element fostering the development of the person belonging to that society. Human ecology stresses the truth that full development of a person can be reached in the community and through the community. It particularly indicates the role of the family, but also the nation, in which an appropriate social structure and economic system must rule.

As noted above, the development of the human person, who is a unity and undivided whole, comprises an element of their natural environment. This mainly concerns perceiving the relationships which appear among the person as a whole and on particular plains of their existence. Relationships on these plains to a great degree decide on the integral development of the person as a person. It is worth noticing that all of these relationships to a great degree influence the integral development on account of this: that they are the moment of verifying the moral good and evil “worked out” by the person. This therefore is very strongly tied with the possibility of obtaining salva-
tion, which is identified with full integrated development.

Human ecology does not therefore deviate from the main ecological assumptions. However, getting to the conclusion that one can not stop with natural sciences, I refer to other fields, among which an essential place take philosophy and theology. This not only causes that the vision of the human person is integral, but also shows an understanding of the natural environment. In this way ecology obtains a new dimension while maintaining its principle assumption. It continually remains a science that describes the individual – who is the human being – and their relationship to the natural environment. It also tries to point to certain norms describing the development of this individual toward their environment.

The above reflections lead to the conclusion that human ecology appears as an integrated ecological concept. It presents a full picture of the person and the environment in which they live and points out the sense and goal of their life, and also presents certain suggestions helpful in achieving this goal.

Human ecology is therefore the academic concept of ecology with a transdisciplinary character. Based on an integral vision of the human being, whose vision is not only perceived but also stresses the meaning of the transcendental parameter of the human person and the fact that morality is perceived as a basic attribute distinguishing him/her from the whole world of living being causes that it is impossible to perform this discipline without referring to theology. Therefore, theology, in particular moral
theology, appears as the basic criterium, or the “tool organizing” human ecology. On the other hand, however, human ecology is written into the trend of specific moral theology, becoming there a unique keystone of the contents, which concern the personal life with those who refer to the social life and with all of that which is related with relationships in the entire created world.
Among many controversial issues concerning ecology is – as indicated above – the very understanding of this issue. This does not however concern answering the question what ecology is (even though this is perceived in various ways, which was pointed out earlier), but as to the very understood contents enclosed in the word “ecological.” This has a significant meaning in creating the norms of progressing and in creating a certain world-view.

In wanting to respond to the question what the very word “ecological” means, one can state that it describes the natural status of some individual in relation to their natural environment; a status in accord with nature and this individual. The statement that this word ought to describe certain tendencies striving to protect the environment is a certain binding. If one can agree to such an explanation in common language, then it is so far accepted in science that the word “ecology” is equivalent to the phrase
“protecting the environment” and is without a doubt erroneous. This results from identifying the nouns “natural environment” and “nature” which from the scientific point of view is also incorrect\textsuperscript{1}.

The arguments presented above and a short analysis of the ecological issues causes that many people perceived as ecological everything which is a so-called product of nature. Every human activity is therefore seen as a disturbance of the ecological balance in the world. Even a pious reflection on this issue leads to the conviction that such views are incoherent, and that their proponents due to objective causes are forced to treat them selectively. A radical rejection of all cultural-civilizational achievements, which would be an expression of life in accord with nature, would force people not only to not use any kind of technical machines, but also to reject for example clothing and medicine, which are also something “artificial”.

It is worth noticing that the above proposed argumentation is not only a humanistic interpretation of the ecological facts. Similar conclusions are reached by natural scientists. According to many of them, nature is the totality of things, phenomenon and factors appearing in the universe and creating this universe. The artificial creations of man are quite often separated from this concept, limiting them exclusively to natural products and phenomenon. In such an understanding, can one speak of the essential differences between a termitary built by termites and a building built by people? Products described as artificial always arise from natural products and there are no other possibilities. In both cases – in termites and in people
– we are therefore dealing with the transformation of products of nature made by living organisms. Building a home, using a valley, getting to know the surrounding world and exploiting natural resources are biological characteristics of man. New productions, described as artificial, appear in nature, are elements of nature, influence the structure and functioning of the natural environment, and in many cases it is difficult to isolate them from natural elements.

Modern ecological concepts based on a thorough observation of the world do not leave a doubt, that human activity bears fruit in products of culture and civilization, and undoubtedly ought to be perceived as one of the natural ecological factors. That is why more often so-called ecological anthropological systems are mentioned. Essential examples here are cities. Even though it ought to be pointed out that the ecological status of cities is always a controversial issue on account of the lack of homogenous criteria of evaluation, appropriate terminology and worked-out research methods nevertheless no one can not perceive the fact that urbanized regions already today comprise an essential part of the Earth’s environment and will always quickly expand.

Their effects to a great extent will shape the future face of biocenoses on our planet. This places on us the responsibility to trace the processes of change in flora and fauna, which would make it possible on the one hand to get to know mechanisms of adaptation, and on the other prognose directions of change. The importance of this problem was in a significant way stressed by the International Organization of
Ecologists (INTECOL), which proposed that the ecology of urbanized territories become one of the main directions of research. Based on messages produced by evolutionism, with which – as previously noticed – ecology is quite closely linked, scientists have reached the conclusion that some species have so well adapted to functioning in taking advantage of civilizational products (and even side products of these processes), that getting rid of these elements could cause a very serious disturbance in their lives.

In order to appropriately and unanimously organize this mentioned issue, one must refer to anthropology and the vision of the world included in it. This problem was previously described in detail, that is why here, only some theses will be mentioned, which are necessary for understanding the analyzed issue. The first of these is the concept about the exceptional position of the human person in the world. As the only reasoning creature, being an image of God the Creator, he cares for maintaining the intended by God order and at the same time is the guarantee of this harmony. Another essential anthropological claim mentions that the human person being an image of the Creator is also a continuation of His created activities in the world. In this sense the human person is obliged to be active and work in the world, and therefore also to intervene in the natural environment. In analyzing this issue, Nagórny comes to the conclusion that the mandate to rule over the earth, which man received from God, is ultimately the mandate of civilization and culture. Sacred Scripture consequently points to the need for man to become active in build-
ing and transforming the world in accord with the will of God.

Anthropology which is not reduced to a few chosen people, but according to possibility using the theses worked out by all sciences dealing with the human-person, there is no doubt that it is natural for the human person to humanize the world which expresses itself in creating culture and civilization. Civilizing and making the world cultural is our calling. In this sense it comprises not only an element, but on the contrary, a way for its existence on earth; it belong to people’s nature. It is also the only one of the primary factors of its integral development. It appears that contemporary people are not in the state of living and functioning without civilizational accomplishments. From the point of view of human ecology, for whom integral development of the person is the basic category and first postulate, avoiding creating culture and civilization is not an ecological activity.

All of this which was mentioned to now does not have as a goal working out the claim that every aspect of civilization and culture is good for the human person and their development. There are such products that degrade the person as a person and destroy the natural environment. It is therefore important that these various phenomena be properly understood and in an appropriate way use them or refute them. It is also important to see and maintain an appropriate hierarchy of beings existing in the world, and most of all the place and competencies of the human person.

In conclusion, it ought to be stated that the words ecological and natural are close in meaning. To
a great extent therefore the ultimate grasp of this expression depends on the understanding of ecology. One can not however agree with making nature and natural environment the same or reject cultural-civilizational activities of the human person as a supposed appearance of its uncultivated interference in nature and the natural environment. The natural environment in reality is not a reasoning being with goals; the sense and goal of its existence is the human person.
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THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE PERSON AS THE ESSENTIAL CATEGORY OF HUMAN ECOLOGY. ANTHROPOLOGICAL-THEOLOGICAL BASES OF DEVELOPMENT

The world – which was pointed out at the beginning of this report and which comprises a unique assumption of the reflections made here – is a reality with a goal and sense. As such it undergoes various transfigurations, thanks to which it reaches constantly more perfect forms. These processes are described in the science called development.

In the life of the person who is the integral element of the world, permanent development is also written into them. This problem is one of the basic theses of anthropology. It is therefore no wonder that human ecology, which attempts to describe the person and their relationships with the natural environment,
perceives the integral development of the person not only as an issue unusually essential for them, but on the other hand as their basic category. One of the primary thesis resulting from the research carried out in the framework of human ecology is the statement that man develops through his relationships with the environment; in taking advantage of all of that which the environment supplies him with, he is in the state to become constantly more perfect. Material as well as immaterial elements of the environment, particularly activities and various experiences cause that man changes, becomes “more fully a person” which means that he advances toward integral development.

The concept of development in a general sense means the process which leads to a constantly more perfect form of the existence of the given reality\(^1\). The previously described concept of the person does not leave a doubt that it relies on the law of development. A thorough analysis leads therefore to claiming that to be a person means to always become one. This does not concern however development in only certain aspects, but in authentic and full development of the person, meaning integral development – such, which concerns the whole person in all spheres and expressions of their existence. This primarily concerns the process in which the human person becomes constantly more perfect as a person\(^2\). An unusually important issue in this context is the understanding of the ultimate sense of the existence of the human person. In its achievement is expressed the obtaining of perfection, which is identified with the fullness of development.
Integrated development of a person is the process which refers to the concrete person as an individual being as its primary subject. Taking into account the fact of the social nature of man and taking into consideration the truth that he is a being belonging to the natural world and existing among things which do not remain without influencing him, in his integral development one must perceive the height of all development and progress (natural, scientific, technical, and so on). Their purpose, sense and fulfillment reveal themselves when they are promoted and serve in reaching perfection through the human person. The postulate of integral development of a person appears therefore indirectly as a challenge to take on these changes. In this context one ought to stress that the principle of the primacy of the human person in relation to other creatures and societies is one of the most important assumptions organizing life on earth. Dignity expressed among others in the possibility to use reason, consciousness and freedom and the ability to get to know the truth not only distinguish the person from among all of creation but also make them the priority value on earth. John Paul II stated that he and only he is “the value in
them-selves and through themselves”⁶. That is why other worldly goals ought to be subordinate to his development⁷.

The first, most visible effect of development is the physical development of a person, who grows and perfects their body. In this place also most strongly appears the dependency of man on the external world. This is primarily visible in the biological (physiological) sphere, but also in other relationships relying on acquiring experiences. Here, the above presented thesis on directing and concentrating on all development of the person is clearly verified, who as an element of the world constantly develops.

The development of a person happens not only because as part of the world they become “perfected”. This aspect is somewhat secondary, somewhat less important (even though – which ought to be stressed – it can not be treated lightly). The main trend of development is, however, done primarily in the non-material spheres of human existence. In such a case it is difficult not to agree with F. J. Mazurek, who states that the development of man is the goal which demands responsible means⁸. It ought to be additionally said that the primary such means is humane, meaning so-called free and working to achieve a goal. It primarily has an influence on “becoming” and perfecting – meaning the development of his subject, which in this case becomes his primary subject⁹.

In stressing transcendence of a person towards all other creatures, one can not however forget that it does not have the possibility to fully be accomplished without the surrounding world. Through human
activity, the spirit makes an imprint on matter. The fruit of the transformation of the world is its gradual spiritualization – humanization. The world through the person interfering in it more constantly and more fully becomes “matter for the spirit” however man, present in it and involved in its transformation becomes more intensely and deeply “a spirit in matter” – becoming constantly more of a person. Humanization of the world linked with economic-technical progress causes that the conditions of being become constantly more humane. Man gives sense to all development. The essence of progress, social, market, economic, technical and so on fits into service on behalf of the integrated development of the person. Through his comprehensive activity, man perfects the world, which through his part ultimately perfects himself. The truth is that in the human person matter and spirit create a monolithic whole, and this leaves no doubt that perfecting the material world ultimately implies the development of the person. The II Vatican Council teaches about this, stating that “when human activity comes from man, it is also directed to him. Man in working not only transforms things and society, but also perfects himself.”

The complete development of a person can therefore be fully done through “external” activity which is interference in matter, through which a person is perfected as an element of the world and through simultaneous “internal” perfection – the spirit of this person, which relies on opening up to transcendence during activity. The person living “in the world” is “not of the world” (J 17, 13-19), meaning
they transcend the world. That is why their ultimate calling is to fullness of life in community with God, even though – as stressed above – it can not occur “beyond the world” meaning beyond nature and society, however it is a very personal and internal calling. J. Alfaro accurately grasps this problem in writing that “'the internal world’ and community dimension of man implies the essentially historical dimension of his life, the calling to development in time and to being incorporated, by degrees becoming the whole of humanity” and causing that the concept of integral development is directed to God as its ultimate goal “which goes beyond the horizon of time and history, since it locates it in the personal and direct dialogue with Eternal God.”

W. Granat presents this problem in an interesting way, according to whom man during his life constantly comes closer to God and becomes similar to Him. The Lublin theologian, not directly teaching about integral development, indirectly analyzes this problem. He does this emerging from the idea of life which to a full degree he ascribes only to God. Man therefore participates in the life of God. The very fact of life is therefore a participation in the nature of God and this precisely means being an image of God (this only concerns people – other living beings only contain traces of God and are not with Him in a personal relationship). In the end he states that the greater the activity and strength of mastery of self and the surrounding, the greater degree of life. From this the conclusion can be drawn that man, in caring for his body, working, acquiring knowledge and caring for
religious and moral development, increases within themselves the level of life. Thanks to this, therefore, he constantly becomes more of a participant in the life of God. The crowning of all of this is therefore the fact that God works in the soul of man, and he in God\textsuperscript{17}. Without a doubt this process can therefore be identified with the integral development of a person.

Integral development which means becoming constantly more and fully a man appears through activity directed at perfecting one’s personality, developing abilities and also through the way in which a man overcomes certain limitations and constantly more becomes master of self – conscious of his calling and ready to accomplish it. Ultimately therefore perfecting self does not rely on overcoming existence in the world as given circumstances which are quite burdensome, but on making real in the material world a full equilibrium of ontological and moral selfbeing\textsuperscript{18}. In grasping this problem in another way, one can state that going in the way of development is opening up of the person to transcendence and striving to be united with it\textsuperscript{19}.

A person being an image of the Creator (Gen 1, 27) achieves perfection not only by being ready to open up to Him and dialoguing with Him, but by constantly more faithfully becoming like Him, in accord with the challenge written in Sacred Scripture “Be holy, for I am holy” (1 P 1, 15-16; Lev 11, 45; 19, 2; 20, 7). The summit of integral development of a person is their holiness, meaning eternal life in the Kingdom of God, and also making this Kingdom a reality “here and now”. The condition of reaching such
a state, besides God’s grace, is the effort of a man, through which his development is undertaken in the sphere of religion and morality. Also, as John Paul II states, “it is not only a ‘secular’, ‘lay’ concept, but appears – along with its social-economic accents – as a contemporary expression of the basic dimension of the calling of man”.

The true and full development of the person means therefore their integral development. This concept contains within itself not only the complete meaning, but also a scaling, creating a whole. The integral development of the person means therefore not only the biological development and their comprehensive development, but that development which is tied with one whole. This concerns quantitative as well as qualitative development; it means the development of everything, which in whatever way is linked with the human person and which causes that they become constantly more perfect as a person.

In discussing the issue of integrated development of the person, one must stress that presenting the person as a being undergoing unending development is not synonymous with presenting them as an imperfect or incomplete creature. This only means that the person is a dynamic reality, directed to perfection in the physical aspect, psychologically, intellectually, spiritually, and morally, but from the beginning a perfect and fully in the ontological meaning and from the metaphysical point of view.
5.2. Integral Development as a Vocation and Inalienable Right of a Human Being

Human ecology, in observing the person in their natural environment, without a doubt is called to permanent development. This anthropological thesis can be drawn from academic studies carried out by natural scientists, philosophers and theologians.

Contemporary biologists have no doubts that the issue of development is one of the key issues in the science carried out by them. Vigorous advancement in genetics and in research concerning evolutionism led some scientists to the conviction that from the biological point of view, life appears as a process of the passing of organisms (and their entire groups) to constantly more perfect states. In this sense biology, which is the study of life, can be treated without exaggeration as a science about development. Therefore, taking into account the fact that man from the biological point of view is one of the organisms living in nature, he also undergoes the law of development as the principle biological law.

In wanting to obtain a full picture of man and his development, one cannot stop at the natural messages. One must also refer to those which were worked out by way of philosophical and theological analyses.
In the scientific works of many thinkers, beginning with antiquity, it was pointed out that man is born “incomplete” and that throughout his whole life he undergoes development, which is directed, has a goal, is in accord with striving for the good, and therefore towards human happiness, is natural, since it is in accord with human nature. In striving to perfection, being an expression of the spiritual potential of man, it is built into the universal evolution towards perfection. Contemporary times rarely speak of the “incompleteness” of man, therefore often the fact is stressed that he comprises a dynamic reality and is directed towards perfection. This permanent striving to perfection being an expression of the spiritual potential of man is in accord with evolution, the self-projecting perfection of the cosmos, and therefore with the general law of creation; one can say that it is built into the universal evolution toward perfection, to the Highest Good. Development, therefore, appears as the postulate of natural law, meaning founded on the ontic nature of man and that is why he possesses an unloseable, inviolable and universal character.

In the law to develop, one can perceive the crowning of all rights of a person. It is not a usual addition to the list of laws already existing, nor even their simple summary, but – as states Mazurek – asynthesis of the dynamic penetration of all basic laws which comprise a certain indivisible whole. Such a way of perceiving the law to development is in accord with the teaching enclosed in the document of the Papal Commission “Justitia et Pax” which states: “All people and all nations are granted the right to
development understood as a mutual and dynamic realization of all of these basic rights, upon which are based the main aspirations of individuals and nations”\textsuperscript{28}. The philosophical-social reflection concerning the development of the person leads to the conclusion that this development is for the person the fundamental right, and as such also a priority assignment\textsuperscript{29}.

For human ecology as a concept written into moral-theological teaching, theological arguments based on Biblical texts have a great significance\textsuperscript{30}. Taking into consideration the order of Sacred Scripture, the first such pericope is the description of the creation of man, at the end of which the inspired author wrote the words directed to man by God with the following contents: “Be fruitful and have many children, so that you will inhabit the earth and bring it under your control” (Gen 1, 28). In this expression one can perceive a somewhat double calling to development. First – which was already mentioned – the very transmission of life shows the achievement of development, and also “possessing” life appears as its indispensable condition\textsuperscript{31}: man must live, in order to be able to fulfill the function of ruler of the world. I repeat, from the will of God he became someone, who in the name of God rules over all which He created; in the name of God, since he is similar to Him, since he was created in His image (cf. Gen 1, 27).

Man therefore is a creature that in quality and ontologically differs from the rest, is “the only creature on earth which God wanted for Himself”\textsuperscript{32}. The human being is a personal being, through which he becomes a partner of the Creator. God somewhat
shares with him His reign over the world, giving him the ability to participate in his reign. Man is called to use creation. He was placed in the garden, in order to supervise and to cultivate it. God’s intention was singular: man must “cultivate the garden.” In this way humanity, in the person of the first man, is called to development\textsuperscript{33}. God somewhat intentionally “did not complete” his work of creation. He did this so that someone who is “like Him” who is “in His image” would always more fully use created things. This is a clear indication for man to perfect all that which is found in his surroundings, since thanks to this he will be able to live more worthily and will himself be able to become more of a person. Pope Paul VI states that “in equipping man with reason, the ability to think and feel, God gave him the tools, whose help man must use to perfect the work begun by God”\textsuperscript{34}.

The Constitution \textit{Gaudium et spes} deepens this thought in stating that “by the work of his hands and with the help of technical means, man tills the earth to bring forth fruit and to make it a dwelling place fit for all mankind; he also consciously plays his part in the life of social groups; in so doing he is realizing the design which God revealed at the beginning of time, to subdue the earth and perfect the work of creation”\textsuperscript{35}. The challenge to be ruler of the world does not therefore mean only “subjugating” nature (which might suggest an image of a garden). This concerns an active and full involvement in perfecting creation, ultimately bearing fruit in the development of man\textsuperscript{36}.

Human activity in the world is essential in order for it to “become free from the limiting mechanism of
its own laws” and in order for him to strive to “obtain perfect and ultimate dimensions”\textsuperscript{37}. The transcendent-al directing of the world is accomplished through man. The world must be such through his management, “so that in accord with God’s plans, it experiences transformation and reach fullness of perfection”\textsuperscript{38}; he ought to be unceasingly turned to God. This can happen in no other way than only through a continual striving for its “betterment”, in it being given over to man. Rule over the world is therefore not only a gift from the Creator, but also an assignment. Man must “rule over the world and matter through reasonable and free activity”\textsuperscript{39}.

The vocation of man to development does not rely therefore only on that he reign over the world and constantly more fully use it, but also – and rather primarily – that through this himself become constantly more similar to God, whose constantly more faithful image he is to become. Man therefore was not created as a static and motionless being. The first Biblical description of the creation of man “presents him as a creature and image, described in his deep reality through his origin and likeness, which he is composed of”\textsuperscript{40}. The image of God in man is associated with – as Alfaro writes – with his constitutive ex-istence as a “spirit in matter”\textsuperscript{41}. Thanks to his spirituality and consciousness as a person, which is the principle reflection of the soul, man is able to perform rational – subjective activity. His ability to reflect on himself makes him able to reflect on the whole world, to get to know it, to subdue and perfect it\textsuperscript{42}. 
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This last thought can be even more perceived in the second creation account of man, according to the relation in which “the Lord God made man from the dust of the earth and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life” (Gen 2, 7). The spirit and matter creating man mutually permeate each other and condition their existence as a spiritual-material whole. Therefore, man belongs to the world of nature (matter) and appears to be “a spirit in nature”. This state causes within him “an existential tension” which causes the need to exceed self. The result of this is man’s activity, making it possible to actualize the will and possibilities of development. Through his activity, man implants into the world spiritual values, which he previously received from the Creator. In analysing this issue, Alfaro writes: In the objectivity and in the subjectivity of man (in their mutual indivisibility and confrontation with each other) rules a common and higher than they law of the primary opening up of man to the unlimited horizon of being.

In the New Testament, there is also a clear challenge for man to develop all that which he received from God. Christ calls us to this Himself, when He says to his disciples: “Become therefore perfect as your Father in heaven is perfect” (Mt 5, 48). Here again encouragement to perfect oneself is a fact of spiritual likeness to God. Jesus nevertheless not only encourages, but on the other hand commands one to develop their talents. This is the meaning of the Parable of the Talents (cf. Mt 25, 14-30; Lk 19, 12-27). The severity with which the “worthless servant” is treated, the one who did not use his talents, shows
that striving to perfection is in accord with God’s will, and also points to the fact that in the teachings of Christ the issue of development has a great significance. Man can not therefore sway in undertaking assignments to perfect the world. That is why it must be said, in the words of John Paul II, that “whoever would want to abandon the difficult but noble assignment of perfecting the condition of the whole person and all people under the pretext that the battle is too heavy and due to the constant effort of overcoming obstacles, or even on account of setbacks and regressing to the starting point, would be going against the will of the Divine Creator.”

The issue of development also appears in the writings of St. Paul. This Apostle teaches that God wants “everything that was created” to be lead to “complete Fullness”. This will happen thanks to Christ, who is “the first-born of all creation”, not just man, but all of creation, of which Christ is the “Head”; it will have its part in the redemption of the world, meaning introducing it to another, transcendental level of being – in making it more like the Creator. This happens thanks to human activity joined with the sacrifice of Christ. Such an attitude leads the world to participate in “complete Fullness” (Col 1, 15-20). Human activity in the world, therefore, also has an eschatological dimension. The Constitution on the Church Gaudium et spes clearly states this, teaching that human activity on earth prepares the “material of the Kingdom of Heaven”. As such it is an opening up of the world – and ultimately the active person – to transcendence. It is therefore undoubtedly a manifestation of its development.
The challenge to development appears to be a privilege for the human being. At the same time it is an assignment, whose idea is to oblige them to unceasingly undertake efforts in striving towards authentic and full development. The positive reply to this challenge comprises an expression of obedience to natural law and Divine moral order. It is also the acceptance of God’s proposal, with which undoubtedly is linked the endowment with various predispositions necessary for fulfilling one’s vocation. Living in accord with the Creator’s designs in addition proves the respect a person has to the obtained by them image of God in the act of creation\textsuperscript{50}. 

human ecology
chapter 6 – supplement

THE POSTULATE OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND THE IDEA OF INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF A HUMAN BEING

In looking at the contemporary world from the point of view of human ecology, it is impossible for one not to pause on the rather broadly in present times discussed issue of sustainable development. This is important at least on account of the fact that the name of this idea sounds very similar to the name of the concept of integrated development.

The postulate of supporting sustainable development became popular thanks to the regularly organized since 1992 by the UN international meetings nicknamed “World Summits” (full name: World Summit on Sustainable Development). These meetings set as their main goal the most thoroughly possible observation of the whole reality, its evaluation and based on this data to work out a strategy of sustainable development¹.
In the estimation of the UN, sustainable development relies on the simultaneous progress of “all nations” living on the earth. The essential trait of this concept is the fact that in speaking on the subject, almost always there is mention of some group of people and not a concrete person. This primarily means the annihilation of differences which exist between rich and poor societies, and equal access of all to information, knowledge and food; this also concerns making it possible for all to take advantage of natural resources. In this matter, one also takes into consideration future generations of inhabitants of the Earth.

It is precisely problems related with appropriate husbandry of nature that are the most important issues in the concept of sustainable development. Particular attention is paid to the following topics: water, energy, health, farming and biological diversity. Obtaining stability in these fields is perceived as a sign of sustainable development. Therefore, ultimately this development is practically identified exclusively with technical progress and possessing appropriate knowledge and health as blessings which all people should use. A very essential element of sustainable development is the postulate of environmental protection.

The above carried out and very superficial presentation of the supported and propagated by the UN idea of sustainable development allows perceiving the differences which – despite very similiary sounding names – exist between this concept and the theory of integrated development in understanding human ecology. This does not mean arbitrary criticism of sustainable development nor a complete rejection of its
postulates. It merely concerns not presenting it as the ultimate goal of all activities. Such an understanding, in which sustainable development becomes the priority goal of life and human activities leads to disrupting the appropriate hierarchy of values in the life of a person, and ultimately to degrading the person as a person.

This disruption of natural relationships can be repeatedly observed in the modern world. It concerns various areas of life and is expressed in many ways. It is important to pay attention to its manifestations, which seem to be the most visible. One of them is “health obsession”. It concerns the desire to constantly raise the quality of life interpreted only in biological categories. Another example may be the excessive care for all material values, which are perceived as being able to lead the person to full happiness, which will be more broadly discussed further on in the work. Also not beneficial from the point of view of human ecology is the excessive stress of the bond between people and the environment. In presenting the human person only as an element of nature, without drawing greater attention to other properties of their nature can lead to perceiving the world in holistic categories. This however – which will be mentioned in detail later – is not able to be reconciled with the concept of human ecology.

The appropriately understood postulates contained in the idea of sustainable development appear as one of the more important potential elements fostering integrated development of the human being. It should however be strongly accented that in order
for sustainable development to become integrated development, it ought to fulfill appropriate conditions. The primary one is perceiving every human person as a valuable being and blessed with inalienable dignity; perceiving in them value precedent to society and all which is tied with social-political-economical life. Sustainable development, which would become identified with integrated development of a human being must also maintain appropriate proportions between all goods which it cares for. Most of all it ought to refer to ethical norms, as primary principles organizing this process.
CONCLUSION

An observation of the world and analysis of that which is happening in it leads to the conclusion that it is a complicated reality, but also very organized. Various relationships can be distinguished in it which link its particular elements. An analysis of these ties is dealt with by ecology – speaking somewhat in general. In observing a selected individual, which is treated as a primary subject, it analyzes its relationships with the natural environment. Being thus (in its primary – “classical” understanding) a natural science, it concentrates on empirical issues. The desire to make the main subject of ecology the human person (while taking into account all levels of its existence), it showed the need for a new understanding of ecological issues; an understanding which does not just end on perceiving the dependencies on nature, but one that observes the life of the person in all their aspects. The response to this field became human ecology, which is a new and original scientific concept. It comprised the con-
tents of the above publication. It appears that the immediacy of the topic and need for its undertaking are undoubtable.

The concept of human ecology comprises a full and integral, scientific view of the human person and their natural environment. Its main subject is the human person as the spiritualmaterial being comprising the center of the cosmos and giving it sense. It is a theory which – referring to various sciences and opinions – protects the person from various reductionisms. On the other hand however, it allows perceiving the dangers which result from these incomplete views. They clearly name these threats and point out how to prevent or, in case they exist, counteract them. It also allows noticing the natural dependencies which link people to their environment. Besides noticing these it also points to the way to care for and develop these natural ties. The essential thesis of this concept is to value society as an important element of the natural human environment. This comprises a unique novum in the description of this environment.

Such a grasp not only points to the social nature of the human person, but also in an unequivocal way shows the need to maintain appropriate relationships with other people as a condition for obtaining integrated development, meaning the fulfillment of man as a person. Another important possibility is stressing the fact that the bond of people to nature does not enter in only on the biological level, but also has significance for the development of the spiritual life of a person. Of great value for the discussed concept is referring to various fields of knowledge: from biology
to theology. Such a view causes that none of the essential elements of the integral vision of the human-person and world are overlooked.

The human being and their environment comprise such a very complex reality that an attempt to grasp them by just one field of knowledge can not end in success. An interdisciplinary view allows for getting to all the main spheres of human existence: from the biological to the internal life while taking into account the so-called transcendental thread in the life of the human being. Even though – as mentioned – the whole of studies was written into the theological-moral quest, however the need to refer to the rich literature belonging to other fields caused that scientific achievements of certain and common conclusions of research somewhat demanded applying a specific method which – speaking quite generally – relied on organizing theses worked out by ecology (biology) and theology first on the epistemological level, in order to later perform certain generalities and syntheses on the metaphysical and theological-moral levels.

In this place it is worth drawing attention to the bibliographical table, which comprises the last part of the book. It is not difficult to notice that not all publications are found in it which were referred to while carrying out research on the topic of human ecology. Secondary literature as well as documents (including Church documents) were removed from it whose titles can be found in the table of abbreviations. The bibliography was limited only to the most important works (as well as a few Papal speeches which directly concern the undertaken topic). It is not difficult to notice
that in the majority they are works published in Polish, meaning the language in which this work was originally written. The list of literature acquires by this a somewhat double character. First, it is a list of important publications referring to the topic comprising the contents of the book. Second it is a chance to draw the attention of foreign scholars rich in the heritage of Polish scientists – whose works – mainly due to language reasons – are not often known and used. In order to make it easier to understand the titles of Polish texts, these were translated into English in the Notes.

Everyone who seriously considers their existence and tries to carefully observe the world in which they live must perceive that in living in the world they are entangled in numerous relationships with diverse elements of reality, creating its natural environment. The human being in wanting to properly experience their lives and obtain their fulfillment must not only know something about their origins, know the meaning and goal of their existence. They must also know how to appropriately function in the above-mentioned relationships. Assistance in this can be the concept of human ecology. It not only points to these dependencies, but also explains how to make it possible for each of these elements to obtain their natural goal.
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